[Skewed shape of the maximal expiratory flow volume curve and bronchoscopic signs of lower airway collapse in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease].
We compared endoscopical signs of airway collapse seen during tidal breathing with the shape of the maximal-expiratory flow volume curve and selected functional parameters in 16 cases of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Depending on localization of airway collapse the group was divided into two. 12 patients with central collapse involving the trachea and main stem bronchi formed group A. The remaining 4 patients with peripheral collapse (lobar and segmental bronchi) formed group B. In the former group the MEFV curve had a characteristic biphasic shape. The shape of this curve in the group B patients was more curvilinear. In group A patients an increase of Raw, TGV and fall of FEV1 was seen which could not be demonstrated in group B. The biphasic shape of the MEFV curve seems to be characteristic of airway collapse, but due to a small number of patients included we can not assess the specificity of it in diagnosing airway collapse.